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Introduction: 

While I had learned a great deal about the art world, especially art sales, during my time 

in my internship, I also had my own past experiences to draw from, allowing me to get greater 

insight into the workings of individual artists and how they handle their work. Some difficulties I 

had come to know through my own work were things I had seen within my internship as well, 

things like finding the best methods to promote and sell artwork, and finding a personal style that 

others are also able to enjoy. I did not have an answer as to how to tackle these issues myself, 

and while my mentor’s experience definitely gave them greater insight as to how to best tackle 

these problems, there wasn’t a definite solution to them. Selling art anywhere, especially online, 

can be quite difficult. Art is heavily subjective, and finding customers can be quite difficult, even 

on online platforms, where reaching out to people can be easier. It is easy to get lost in all the 

competition online, and finding a space to work within can be a large task. Drawing from 

personal experience, I knew that without a plan, there would be no way to draw an audience in, 

and my mentor knew the same.  

Within the art field, there are many options to work with, and many possible things to 

create. However, with so many others striving to make it in such a difficult area, it is no wonder 

that not many are able to sell themselves and their artwork to an audience. Even talented artists 
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often find difficulty getting themselves out there, as they can easily be overlooked if they do not 

promote themselves. I myself have found great difficulty trying to make my work worthwhile to 

those other than myself, especially considering how many more experienced artists are out there. 

Many artists are unable to make a living off of their art online, and have to work alongside what 

they are trying to achieve with their artwork. Those who make it, though, have created effective 

systems for themselves, or in some cases have become lucky. These people, however are 

definitely not the majority, and cannot really be compared to the vast majority of working artists. 

With the unpredictability of the internet, it can be difficult to truly create a strategy to best 

promote and sell personal artwork. However, steps can be taken to gain an advantage, and 

hopefully work towards a better outcome. Research on this topic is extremely limited, as it is a 

fairly recent issue, and not many are aware of it. Because of this, it is important to gain a greater 

understanding, as to best find a working system to promote an individual’s artwork. As many 

sites, especially art geared ones handle tags as a large source of promotion and location, it is 

important to know how best to apply and find them. How do tags affect traffic for artists trying 

to promote and sell their artwork on art based platforms, and which tags are the best? 

 

Background: 

Sunny Creek Studios is a creator and seller of paintings and prints for a wide variety of 

uses. The studio operates with online sales and promotions, but also offers in person painting 

opportunities and classes. It has had an Etsy presence since 2010, though has not actively used 

the site for sales until more recent years. It has a presence in some other places online, including 

a personal website, though Etsy has been used as a prominent source for conferring with and 
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serving customers. While not solely reliant on online traffic and business, it has taken advantage 

of the accessibility and use of an online presence. 

As many businesses have transitioned to online platforms, it is no surprise that artists 

have also aimed to take advantage of the sea of online consumers now available to large and 

small businesses alike. Electronic commerce has more recently become an asset for many 

businesses, aiding in supporting online consumers. “Electronic commerce, in a broad sense, is 

the use of computer networks to improve organizational performance. Increasing profitability, 

gaining market share, improving customer service, and delivering products faster are some of the 

organizational performance gains possible with electronic commerce.” (Watson et al.).  Being 

able to create and sell goods, especially hand made or self produced, has always been a difficult 

task. However, with the surge of accessibility the internet had brought, many creators have found 

spaces for themselves to promote and sell their work. Online art sales as a whole continue to rise, 

with an estimated 9.14 billion dollars worth of art estimated to be sold by 2021 (statista.com). 

Selling artwork online is not an easy task, as finding interested customers and bringing traffic 

can be a challenge. It is difficult to tell what brings in the most traffic, as many platforms rely on 

keywords, tags, titles, and mediums to promote an individuals work. Tags in particular help to 

sort a piece of artwork, and help bring similar searches to the piece.  

While previous research has been done on hashtags, in particular the presence of certain 

tags on social media and their contrast towards less popular tags, there is not an indepth look as 

to their effect on individuals aiming to make a living in more niche areas (Laestadius et al.). 

Another study had looked into the roles hashtags play in those who are exposed to them, to see 

whether general messages could be expressed through them (Santarossa et al.). Seeing this, it can 
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be noted that hashtags are of some importance, especially when considering their effect on those 

exposed to them. Because of this, they are advantageous to those selling online, especially artists. 

Many artists who sell their art online will use a variety of platforms. These mainly include using 

social media to promote and a alternative payment site for transactions, creating a website for 

their artwork, or using an art based platform like Etsy. Etsy, the platform of choice to overview 

tag effectiveness, consists of creators who make and sell different forms of artwork and craft 

objects. It is a straightforward example of common online art communities, and has a large 

concentration of individuals intending on selling their products.  

While art is not typically considered a very profitable source of income, online artists 

have been able to find unique ways of making a name for themselves. With the benefit of social 

media, promotion can cost close to nothing, and can be an artform on its own. Artists have 

flocked to different sites to display their artwork, gathering some of them a following. In this 

way, artists are able to better reach out to a wider audience, giving them a stage to get their 

artwork out there, and hopefully sell more art. There are some downsides to this, however. 

Presenting artwork online can lead to theft of artwork, whether an artist has their work 

redistributed or downloaded without pay. This can be a detriment to artists who mainly operate 

online. Many comic artists suffer from posting online, as fans of their work are less likely to buy 

their products, mainly viewing them online and leaving it there. Online artists have challenges to 

face alongside the benefits of a larger audience.  

Tracking the results of online artists can be difficult. There are many artists out there, 

some of which are fairly young, who all use different means to promote and sell their artwork. 

With so many individuals of varying style and experience, it can be hard to judge progress. Art is 
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subjective, though even heavily experienced artists may not have the technical online skills that 

some younger and less experienced artists may. These younger artists, while not always heavily 

experienced, may end up with a much larger audience due to their abilities to draw more people 

in. Some of these audiences consist of other young artists, which can make up a very large 

viewership. However, a large audience does not always mean immense profit. It is important to 

balance an audience with both fans of an artists work and willing customers, as not all visitors 

are both. Reaching a wide variety of people, or finding a good niche is key in promoting artwork 

in an efficient way. Finding a specific space to work with can be highly beneficial, as you have 

your own focused group invested in what you create (New York Foundation of the Arts). 

Because the results of this are so varied, however, more research is required to find a good 

balance, especially when using tags to promote an individuals artwork. 

 

Methods: 

In testing the most effective use of tags on an art geared platform, a few different steps 

were taken to best analyze the potency of certain keywords and phrases. The test was best broken 

down as such: gather possible keywords and phrases, input the keywords and phrases into a 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) site to get feedback on their status, document the results of 

the keywords, input the keywords and phrases in both pre existing and new listings on an older 

and newer account, and finally document the results of the exchange. For this, however, a 

platform was required, alongside previously created art pieces to work with. The platform chosen 

to work with was Etsy, as it was directly geared towards various artistic mediums, and had an 

extensive tag system. A benefit of the website was the SEOs that could be directly paired with it. 
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Tags could be directly inserted into a compatible site (Etsy Rank) to gain a diagnosis on the tag’s 

benefits. Using this site could yield results in a tag’s competition, demand, engagement, overall 

views, hearts, and the average amount earned from a tag, alongside other results. 

A week was set aside to gather and analyze tags to be used later, though continued 

research on tags expanded past the week, and had been previously documented as well. The next 

week was spent applying tags to pre existing listings, and rearranging titles and descriptions to fit 

newer tags.The following week, a newer account was formed, and tags were added to new 

listings as opposed to the older ones. The newer account had the tags active for sixteen days, 

while the older account had tags active for twenty-eight days. After the full twenty-eight day 

period was up, both accounts had data collected from them, as to best analyze the results.  

Issues that had sprung up as a result of the test mainly involved delays in testing tag 

applications, as the newer account took some time to set up, and determining extensive changes 

to the older account, as it had existing data from the past eight years. Delays mainly resulted in a 

small decrease in the testing period for the newer account, however, it did not impact the results 

in a meaningful way as the account was already on a much smaller scale without established 

traffic. Collecting data from the older account required a look into past years for a better 

comparison, and gave a point of reference for any newer data. Using the methods described was 

the best way to asses the results of the tags, though due to the unpredictable and varied nature of 

online traffic, not all means could lead to a definite result.  

 

Analysis: 
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With a limited timeframe for testing, not many long term results could be gathered and 

analyzed. However, the data that was collected from the trial period did give insight into some 

effective methods that could be applied to an independent artist trying to set up base online. Not 

surprising, an overview of online artists that stated finding a niche area to work within would be 

beneficial to the individuals involved seemed to in many ways be true (New York Foundation of 

the Arts). Of the searches that led viewers to Sunny Creek Studios’ site, many were of local 

areas. This was due to the paintings that depicted these spaces, and had been marked as such. 

While using local spaces narrowed down the audience, those who recognized the locations 

appeared more likely to purchase and view art of places they were familiar with. This also 

showed up within an analysis of individual tags that incorporated these locations. In looking at 

the tags through a seperate summary based website, many of the location based ones had low 

competition and typically medium to high demand. This meant that there were less outside 

sources to compete with, and generally a decent amount of willing customers. The intimacy of 

these locations seemed to give incentive towards customers deciding on a purchase, and made it 

more likely for a customer to find the painting within the smaller set of results.  

Changing tags of existing listings to be formatted more towards local places did not 

appear to create a notable difference with the testing span. While more time could give extended 

insight on the answer to this, it did not seem that exclusively using location based tags was 

effective. A solution for this could be to use the locations more as support, and less as the main 

feature of the piece, giving space to add more diverse keywords. The issue with this, however, is 

the higher competition more common within more general phrases. While location based phrases 

had good results in the research, when applied to the listings they didn’t appear to add traffic.  
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The newer account as a whole did not prove to be successful in any way. While this could 

be for a multitude of reasons, mainly lack of listings, time spent, time active, and different tags, it 

did not get any views during the trial period. Seeing as there were only two listings, the system 

likely did not prioritize them in the searches, as it tends to favor those with fifty or more active 

listings. This would have made it more difficult for the results to make any impact, let alone 

show up in the first few pages. The time spent testing the tags was minimal for the newer 

account, even more so than the older one, also introducing the problem of not having any past 

data to compare to. The time to account was active would have made it difficult for traffic to 

exist, as there would be no audience to work with and no followers to reach out to. The final 

difficulty was the tags. The artwork in the newer account did not fit the location based tags, and 

did not have an area to fall back on. It mainly relied on highly competitive tags, making it close 

to impossible for any listings to appear to possible viewers. Because of these combined issues, 

the newer account was unable to provide any data, outside of the absence of viewers towards 

newer members.  

Looking at the comparison of the twenty-eight days spent testing and the previous thirty 

days on the account, there is a notable difference. The testing period appeared to have less views 

and visits than the last period. This however, is greatly attributed to the actions of the account 

before the tas were set in place. A promotional set of actions were set in place, which brought in 

more traffic than the account typically had seen. This created difficulty in assessing the extent of 

the change, but had ultimately proven that the tags were fairly low impact in terms of views and 

visitors.  
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Previous studies found similar difficulty in the unpredictability of tags. A study on 

hashtags and their spread through social media found certain tags would be more dominant than 

others, even confined to a smaller pool of people. These tags were relevant to mainly just the 

test, and would not have included outside activity. On the two platforms they used, many of the 

same phrases were found with the most activity (Santarossa et al.). Another study saw similar 

results, with certain tags growing more than others in time (Laestadius et al.). Tags themselves 

seem to draw in certain people, with popular tags bringing in a lot of activity on both sides. 

Because of this, it cannot always be as straightforward as choosing a popular phrase, as a listing 

can be completely drowned out by intense amounts of activity.  

The longer an account is active and working, the more traffic can come to an individual 

over time. The more traffic an individual can gather, the more likely they are to bring in even 

more visitors as  result. The older account had an established following, alongside an area it 

thrived within, giving it a large advantage over the smaller account. The older account had 

initially increased in following greatly a few years after being established, though views 

gradually started to decline after the boom. This led to a consistent drop over recent years, a 

drastic change to the initial burst of activity. While the decline could be for a number of reasons, 

it is important to note the inconsistency of managing an  online store, and the possible difficulty 

that plagues even organized and established accounts. 

Because of the multitude of factors that can shift the results of even consistent sites, it can 

be difficult to nail down specifics as to what can most shift an account’s activity. The biggest 

things to keep in mind would be to find a good space for a product to thrive in. This would either 

be a niche that fits well with a form of art or product, or an area with a dedicated audience. 
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Finding phrases, locations, and forms of art that draw in individuals is important in getting a 

customer to make the decision to purchase. Giving incentive or a personal connection to an 

audience is important in drawing them in, especially when competing against similar products. 

The best way to go about tags is to find that space and use it to best project the piece, especially 

to a dedicated audience or following. 

 

Conclusion: 

Looking at the results, the most beneficial path to pursue for both Sunny Creek Studios 

and similar artistically geared creators would be to focus on a particular space and use tags that 

correlate to this area. In particular, specific locations seem to resonate more deeply with an 

audience, and best narrow down the surrounding competition. Choosing popular and local places 

as subjects in pieces draw more locals in, and give a greater incentive for an audience to 

purchase. To best use this method, a suggestion would be to reference more of these places, and 

use tags correlating to them, though still adding in more general tags as to not alienate non local 

viewers. Sunny Creek Studios seems to best use local areas as a niche for both tags and subject, 

and seems to gain a good majority of interested customers through searches related to these 

spaces. Continuing this trend, and even aiming towards the keywords that brought in the most 

people like San Diego related phrases would most likely aid in raising interest for new viewers. 

As for individual artists, the most important step would be to find a similar space to work 

within. Finding a dedicated audience is key, so finding a subject with low competition but decent 

traffic would give the best results. Depending on form of art or focus of the artwork, this would 

change. The most important part is to discover a solid subject instead of possibly continuing to 
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try and make it in a competitive area. While some are able to best use highly competitive areas, 

this can take a lot of time and resources to achieve, or could be overall unobtainable. Finding a 

place that has space for you and gives enough freedom is key in being successful in such a 

difficult to master field. Discovering what draws your audience to you is important in finding 

why you get traffic in the first place. Knowing what draws in a particular audience can be what 

makes the difference in finding more customers. Being able to analyze one’s individual traffic 

and what positively and negatively affects it can really help in gaining an understanding of how 

to move it in the right direction. 

All in all, the best way to manage an account is to be aware of what affects it. Finding a 

space can come naturally when engaging with an audience, and looking closely at changes that 

may happen can give better insight on what to do in the future. Being on top of traffic, and 

finding strong tags that pair well with a piece can make the difference in being successful. 

Following another artist’s path may not give the best results, as art is subjective and online traffic 

is unpredictable. Following the flow of a strong audience can give the best results, and can make 

a lasting following. Despite the unpredictability of online art, there are always small ways to 

direct traffic the right way.  

 

Appendix: 

Below is a sample of some some tested keywords. Not all were put in use, and not all keywords 

used are present. 

 

Key  
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Very High 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Very Low 

✰✰ good demand & engagement 

✰ good demand/engagement 

x  poor set 

Unknown 

 views 

♡ hearts 

 

 

Keyword Competition Demand Engagement  

Digital printout Very Low Unknown Low  

Painting print ✰✰ Very High Medium High  

San Diego artist Very Low Medium Very Low  

Flower field  High Medium Low  113 

Rabbit print ✰✰ Very High Medium Very High  1590 

Flowers rabbit High Unknown Very Low  25 
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San Diego art ✰✰ Medium Medium Medium  

San Diego High Very High High  1,027 / ♡ 99 

Carlsbad ✰ Low High Very Low  89 / ♡ 8 

Carlsbad art Very Low Very Low Very Low  

Encinitas ✰ Very Low High Very Low  46 / ♡ 4 

Beach decor ✰✰ Very High High Very High 

 3,960 / ♡ 

486 

Beach print ✰✰ Very High Medium Very High 

 1,251 / ♡ 

211 

Summer art print Very High Unknown Medium  85 / ♡ 12 

Beach poster print High Low Very High  245 / ♡ 32 

Coastal wall decor ✰✰ Very High Medium Medium  313 / ♡ 41 

Ocean wall art print x Very High Unknown Low  94 / ♡ 12 

Coastal ✰✰ Very High High Very High  

Original coastal painting Medium Unknown High  

Carlsbad California Very Low Unknown Very Low  

Carlsbad CA Very Low Unknown Very Low  

Encinitas California Very Low High Very Low  

Nautical painting x High Medium Low  

Seascape painting ✰✰ High Medium High  
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Oceanscape painting Very Low Unknown Very Low  

Encinitas seascape Very Low Unknown Very Low  

Coastal style  Medium Medium Low  

Mothers day ✰ High Unknown Very High  

Seashore print Medium Very Low Low  

Sea painting ✰✰ Very High Medium High  

Boat house decor Medium Medium Low  

Ocean seascape High Unknown Low  

Original Encinitas painting Very Low Unknown Very Low  

Original San Diego painting Very Low Unknown Very Low  

La Jolla Cove Very Low Unknown Very Low  

La Jolla ✰ Very Low High Low  

La Jolla California Very Low Unknown Low  

Beach town x Low Medium Very Low  

 

 

Below are phrases that seemed to most appear on related searches that brought traffic to the 

older site. Highlighted ones were the most common. 

 

Common Phrases 
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Art 

Floral 

Carlsbad 

California 

San Diego 

Abstract 

Original art 

Fallbrook 

Encinitas 

Farm 

Farmhouse 

Golf 

Surf 

Torrey Pines 

 

 

Shown Here are the results of the additional views after tags were added/altered: 

 

Listing Title (+days active/edited) Views before Views After  Key 

California Farm House (16) n/a 0  Old account 

African River (16) n/a 0  New Account 

Encinitas Beach Print/Swamis (28) 32 35 (+3)   
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Original Artwork/Swamis (28) 15 17(+2)   

Carlsbad California Beach Art/Sign 

(28) 47 50 (+3)   

San Diego Carlsbad Artwork/Sign (28) 53 64 (+11)   

Carlsbad Lifeguard Tower (28) 13 20 (+7)   

California Lifeguard Stand (28) 54 57 (+3)   

 

Below are the most recent view and visit counts for the trial period and all time (Older site):
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Shown is a comparison of the views over their respective periods of time:

 

 

* Older site started in 2010, though the past two years are when it became fully functional 

 

Below is a comparison of the visits over their respective periods of time:
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Shown below is the views and visits for the previous 30 days before the trial: 

 

 

 

* The trial period was 28 days, while the previous views were from a 30 day period. The 

previous 30 day period was part of a session of view and visit boosting, giving an advantage. 
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